
Winter Team Training Week 2019 

The winter Teams Training Week (WTTW) runs at the Thornbridge Outdoor centre 
in Derbyshire from Sunday 16th Sept to Wednesday 19th Sept directly after the 
Girton conference.  

First Name Surname 

Station 

I will be attending the WTTW 

Transport  
Transport is provided to and from Cambridge but feel free to make your own way if it 
is easier to travel home from Derbyshire after the course. 

A coach will depart from Girton College on Sunday morning at 08:30 for those 
requiring transport to Thornbridge.  

No bags or vehicles can be left at Girton during WTTW. A van will collect any 
additional bags to be left in Cambridge from Girton on Sunday morning and store 
them at BAS HQ for the duration of WTTW.  

Those wishing to leave vehicles in Cambridge during WTTW should move them to 
the BAS HQ carpark on Madingley road and book them in with the security guard. 
The coach will pick up those dropping vehicles from BAS reception at 08:45.  

Those making their own way must arrive at the outdoor centre by 12:00 on the 
Sunday. Directions and contact details will be available at the Girton conference. 

I will require transport from Girton College (departs 08:30) 

I will be leaving my vehicle at BAS and will require transport from BAS HQ 
(Departs 08:45) 

I am making my own way to Thornbridge (you must arrive by 12:00) 

Yes No



I will require transport back to Cambridge after the course  

I would like transport to Chesterfield or Grindleford rail station  

I do not need onward transport from Thornbridge. 

Accommodation Sleeping accommodation is in tents, with a central kitchen, dining 
room and washrooms. 6 person centre tents are provided or you can bring your own 
tent. There is limited space in the centre car park for small camper vans  

I will require a space in a centre tent  

I will be bringing my own tent  

I will be bringing a camper van  

BAS can provide sleeping mats and sleeping bags for those without their own.  

I require a sleeping bag  

I require a Sleeping mat   

Clothing 
The course is predominantly based in the centre grounds and you will be outdoors 
for the majority of the day. 

Derbyshire can be wet and cold in September, please bring waterproof clothing and 
robust outdoor footwear if you have it, spare dry warm clothing including a hat and 
gloves is also recommended. BAS can provide waterproofs if needed.  

I will require a waterproof jacket  

I will require waterproof trousers 

If required we can drop people at Chesterfield or Grindlford rail stations after the 
course.  

The course ends at approx. 13:30 on Wednesday, the coach will then depart for 
BAS Cambridge arriving around 16:30.  

Meals are prepared communally please note any special dietary  requirements 
below
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